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Russia stun Spain on penalties

MOSCOW: Russia captain Igor Akinfeev saved two
penalties in a dramatic shootout as the World Cup hosts
dumped title contenders Spain out in the last 16 following
a 1-1 draw. Veteran Russia centre-back Sergei Ignashevich
gifted Spain the opening goal on 12 minutes in Moscow
when he unwittingly turned into his own net after grap-
pling with Sergio Ramos.

Russia hit back just before the interval as Artem
Dzyuba nervelessly converted a penalty awarded for a
handball by Gerard Pique. Spain controlled the game as
expected but struggled to create genuine chances, with
Akinfeev sharp on the few occasions they did before sav-
ing from Koke and Iago Aspas to seal a 4-3 win on penal-
ties.  “We are having a fantastic World Cup,” said Akinfeev.
“Not just our fans, but the fans of other countries got a
sense of this atmosphere and understood that Russians

really know how to play football and want to play foot-
ball.” Russia will meet either Croatia or Denmark for a
place in the semi-finals, as Spain’s rotten run against hosts
nation at major tournaments continued. Fernando Hierro
made the bold decision to drop Andres Iniesta for Koke in
central midfield, with Marco Asensio handed his first start
of the competition.

Russia boss Stanislav Cherchesov left out leading scor-
er Denis Cheryshev, opting for three central defenders in a
conservative 5-3-2 formation. It was Nacho, in for Dani
Carvajal at right-back, who won the free-kick that led to
Spain taking the lead as he was caught by Yury Zhirkov to
the right of the penalty area. 

Asensio, who made two brief substitute appearances in
the group stage, whipped in dangerously to the far post
where the ball looped in off an unsighted Ignashevich as

he tussled with Ramos.
Spain dominated the first 30 minutes, pressing Russia

heavily as the hosts struggled to advance beyond the
halfway line in humid conditions. Aleksandr Golovin
carved out their first chance of note, starting a move with a
jinking run before bending just wide of David de Gea’s
left-hand post.

Isco produced a series of regal touches with Spain’s
King Felipe VI among those in the crowd at the Luzhniki
Stadium, but Russia equalised shortly before half-time.

A deep corner was met by Dzyuba, whose header
struck the outstretched arm of Pique, with referee Bjorn
Kuipers contemplating his decision before pointing to the
spot. Dzyuba calmly sent De Gea the wrong with his
penalty to join Cheryshev on a team-leading three goals.

Akinfeev snuffed out an opening for Diego Costa on the

stroke of half-time as the Spain striker tried to latch onto a
through ball. The Russia goalkeeper was again involved
early in the second half, flying to his left to pluck a spin-
ning Jordi Alba effort from the air.

Cherchesov introduced Cheryshev for Alexander
Samedov on the hour, a move greeted by a deafening roar
from the home support. Iniesta replaced David Silva, while
Costa was withdrawn for Aspas, and the two substitutes
went close to winning it late in regulation time.

A low 20-yard drive heading towards was palmed away
by at Akinfeev at full stretch, with the angled follow-up
from Aspas also pushed to safety. Aspas nearly picked out
Carvajal with a cut-back seconds into the start of extra
time, which saw Aleksandr Erokhin come on as Russia’s
fourth sub-the first time the rule has been applied at the
World Cup.—AFP

Akinfeev saves two penalties in a dramatic shootout

MOSCOW: Spain’s midfielder Andres Iniesta (R) kicks the ball past Russia’s midfielder Roman Zobnin during the Russia 2018 World Cup round of 16 football match between Spain and Russia at the Luzhniki
Stadium in Moscow yesterday. — AFP 

NIZHNY NOVGOROD: Denmark’s defender Mathias Jorgensen fouls Croatia’s
forward Ante Rebic (R) in the penalty area during the Russia 2018 World Cup
round of 16 football match between Croatia and Denmark at the Nizhny
Novgorod Stadium in Nizhny Novgorod yesterday. — AFP

NIZHNY NOVGOROD: Croatia came back
after conceding in the opening minute to earn
a World Cup quarter-final berth after edging
Denmark 3-2 in a penalty shootout after the
two sides drew 1-1 in the round of 16 match
yesterday.

They could have wrapped up the result
five minutes from the end of extra time but
Luka Modric had his penalty saved by
Kasper Schmeichel.

However, the Croatia captain returned to
bravely take one of the post-match kicks as
goalkeeper Danijel Subasic save three of
Denmark’s efforts to set up a quarter-final
meeting with Russia on Saturday. It was

Modric’s sublime pass that put Ante Rebic
through on goal, before being brought down
by Mathias Jorgensen, and offered Croatia a
chance to win just before the lottery of the
shootout. But Schmeichel made a smart save
to keep the 1-1 stalemate intact through two
hours of at times pedestrian football.

Two chaotic goals in the opening four min-
utes made for a rollicking start at the Nizhny
Novgorod Stadium. However, it proved a false
dawn as the spectacle faded with both sides
choosing caution as their priority given the rare
chance to reach the last eight at a World Cup.

Jorgensen took all of 57 seconds to breach
the Croatia defence at the end of a long
throw-in by Jonas Knudsen, stabbing at the
ball with his left foot as he took it off team
mate Thomas Delaney. Croatia goalkeeper
Danijel Subasic got a hand to Jorgensen’s
toe-poke but effectively deflected the ball
across his own line.

There was an element of comedy to the
fourth-minute equaliser for Mario Mandzukic

as Denmark’s early advantage quickly disap-
peared. A kick across the Danish defence was
firmly hit away by Henrik Dalsgaard but
straight into the face of team mate Andreas
Christensen, creating a pinball effect that saw
the ball fall for Mandzukic, who then expertly
turned it into the net from close range.

The anticipated influence of Christian
Eriksen for the Danes and Croatia’s Modric
held out hopes of more mouth-watering
action but their craft was only evident in
patches. Eriksen did shave the top of the
woodwork just before halftime with a specu-
lative effort while, at the other end, Ivan
Rakitic forced a smart save from Schmeichel.

After the interval, the chances were even
more sparse although Croatia did up the
tempo towards the end of regulation time
only to run into a resolute Denmark defence.
In extra time, Knudsen’s long throws proved
the most dangerous attacking weapon but
eventually it was penalties that delivered a
winner. — Reuters
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